
TRAINING CAMP TRASH
TALK
Welp, the NFL and Olympics have both descended
on us. There is not much up in F1, the same
usual boring Mercedes dominance with intra-team
squabbling and petulance. Yawn. There is some
really decent racing behind the Mercs, but the
crappy coverage afforded in the States by the
craptastic NBCSN shows little of it. So, unless
you have a foreign feed, or are actually there,
it is yet another worthless and boring season.
F1 needs to get its act together fast, or become
increasingly irrelevant.

On to the good stuff. training camp and the
“pre-season” are here in the NFL. As you know by
now, Tom Brady and the NFLPA got hammered and
reversed by a split panel of the 2nd Circuit.
The dissent, by the Chief Judge for the Circuit,
Katzmann, was spot on, but he was outvoted by a
majority who truly did not seem to be
particularly prepared or knowledgeable in the
nuances of the lower proceedings record. Either
that, or just did not care and were determined
to uphold the iron vise grip of arbitration no
matter what.

Be that as it may, the majority prevailed, and
Judge Katzmann did not. That’s the way the
cookie crumbles sometimes. Everything you could
possibly want to know is covered and/or linked
in our friend Dan Werly’s superb blog, The White
Bronco, including the pleadings and opinions,
most importantly the 2nd Circuit majority and
Katzmann dissent.

To put a coda on the affaire du Deflategate,
this week the 8th Circuit, finally after months
of waiting, issued its decision in the Adrian
Peterson case. It tracked the anti-labor
nimrodery of the 2nd Circuit militating against
any semblance of Due Process if there is a
collective bargaining agreement. A sad and
terrible end, and an unfortunate one not only
for the labor in the NFL, but all labor subject
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to CBA’s.

With Deflategate finally receding in the rear
view mirror, NFL training camps have opened and
the pre-season games are approaching. The first,
as always, is the Hall of Fame game from Canton
Ohio. That will be Sunday night between the
Packers and Colts. But there will be little
Aaron Rodgers, and little Luck, so view at your
own peril. But the Hall of Fame enshrinement
ceremony is tonight, starting at 7 pm EST on
ESPN. The draw is, of course, The ‘Ole
Gunslinger, Brett Favre, who will be the last
inductee tonight. Here are some interesting
notes on Favre from Andrew Brandt, who worked
with him in Green Bay. If every player in the
NFL played with the same pure joy as Favre, it
would be a better place.

In other news and notes, the Bolts can’t even
sign their first round draft choice (or maybe
they should have steered away from Ohio State
lunkheads that have been under Urban Meyer’s
dubious tutelage) in spite of the fact the
rookie caps and specs are supposed to avoid this
type of situation. It really looks ugly, and the
Bolts will have to either trade Joey Bosa or
risk having him sit the year out and turn into
draft vapor. What a mess.

In local news, the Cardinals have extended both
Carson Palmer and Larry Fitzgerald for an extra
year. Both are no longer spring chickens, but
incredibly productive and absolutely critical
for the Cards chances of staying near the top of
the league. Seems like a good move as to both,
but let’s wait to see what the toll of another
full NFL season brings. Also recently signed up
by the Cards long term is Tyrann “Honeybadger”
Mathieu. He is an injury risk, but such an
awesome player and even better person in the
community here, it had to be done. Let’s hope
the Honeybadger stays healthy for a while.

There are news and notes all through the league.
Please, bring them from your team and area. I
know Scribe is dying to drop some Steelers info
on us, and maybe JoeSixPac from the Niners (who
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still look dicey to me!). Maybe Marcy will even
bring some updates on the Kittehs and Pats!

Rock on folks. This weekend’s music, Seasons of
Wither, is an older classic cut from Aerosmith
off of their second album, Get Your Wings. This
is a live and unplugged version they did later,
just because live music is the best music. It
goes out, along with best thoughts and wishes,
to our good friend Jason Leopold.


